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UTTAR PRADESH RAJKIYA NIRMAN NIGAM LTD. 
(U.P. GOVT UNDER TACKING) 

ISO 9001 : 2008 & ISO 
14001 : 2004 CERTIFIED 

e-mail: hcunit3~gmail.com Mob.9412721724 

OFFICE OF THE 
Unit In charge 

High Court Unit-6 
Hon'ble New High Court Campus 

Vibhuti Khand, Gomti Nagar 
Lucknow-226010 

REF NO. J.~.Q ..... .!C,,tr.mut~/2015 

1. PULSE FITNESS 
BASTI SHEIKH ROAD, 
JALANDHAR, 
PUNJAB-144002, Ph. 018 1-2250416 

e-mai 1: vi shal~upta(a}socc0ri nd ia.com 

2. TECHNOGYM (Body Drench India Pvt. 
Ltd.), 
Geo Spa Fitness, No. 553, Phase -5 
Udyog Vihar Gurgaon 122 016 , 
India 
Tel: +9 J ( 124) 423 4491 
e-mail: saurabh.bedi(@geospafitness.com 

3. METRO SPORTS 
SCF - 14, Sector -7 C, 
Chandigarh- 160019. 
Ph.9814699953 
e-mail: metro sp011s 14@yahoo.co.in 

4. IFIT 

DATE:-:1'~./.J.9./2015 
VIA SPEED POST & MAIL 

A-14, INDIRA NAGAR, 
LUCKNOW-226016, 
Ph. 0522-4001265 
e-mail: info@ifitinternational.com 

S. LIFE FITNESS 
B-23, Okhla Industrial Area, 
Phase-II, 
New Delhi-110020, 
Ph. +91 11 43274327 
tarun.sherawat(ti;cardiofi tness.com 

Sub: Supply of Gymnasium Equipment at Hon'ble New High Court Building, Vibhuti Khand, 
Gomti Nagar. Lucknow. 

Sir, 
With reference to above cited subject you are requested to kindly submit your competitive rates in 

sealed envelope on 16-11 -2015 upto 3:00 PM at the office of Unit Incharge, High Court Unit-6, site office at 

Hon'ble New High Court Campus, Gate No.I, Vibhuti Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow. As per quotation 

document (Terms & Conditions and Specification) attached. 

Encl. as above (Page O I to.LS:.) 

6/e, 
Copy to:General Manager (Lucknow Zone-2) U.P. Rajkiya Nirman Nigam Ltd. Ashok Marg, 

information. 

(9 / (__,- Unit Inc arge 

.. 
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U.P. RAJKIYA NIRMAN NIGAM LIMITED 

LUCKNOW 

(SANJAY B;;~;cH) 
Unit lnchnrf;c 

UPRNN ltd .. U,:it-6 
High Court. Lucknow 

SEALED QUOTATION 

For 

SUPPLY OF GYM1'1ASIU1:1 EQUIPMENT 

AT 

HON'BLE NEW HIGH COURT BUILDING, 
VIBHUTI KHANO, GOMTI NAGAR, 

LUCKNOW. 

• a No.-!B.~./High Court Unit-6/RNN/ Gymnasium/2015 Dated:3~./ . .l~/2015 
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(I) U.P RAJKIY A 1 ilRMAN NIGAM LIMITED 

ISO 9001:2008/14001 :2004 
(A.Govt. of Uttar Pradesh Undertaking) 

Vishesh"-ani)a Bbawan, Vibhuti Khand, 
Gomti Nagar Lucknow-226010 

Website :http: 'lnl"W.uprnn.co.in, Fax 0522-2720846 

Tender No.- .lu'~gh Court Unit-6/RNN/Gyauaasium/2015 Dated:.3.l)'.J.Q/2015 

Scope of Work 

Uttar Pradesh Rajkiya Nirman Nigam Limited invites sealed quotation (two envelopes 
system) from eligible manufacturer/authorized distributor for the following work: 

Name of work & Location Item of work Last date of Security/ EMD 
Submission (Rs. In Lac) 

Supply of Gymnasium equipments 
16-1 1-2015 

at Hon 'ble New High Court, 
As per Bill of Quantity upto Rs.1.70 Lac Vibhuti Khand, Gomti Nagar, 

Lucknow (U.P.). 15:00 hrs 

Pre quotation meeting is scheduled to be held on dt.07/11/201 5 at 15:00 hrs in the office of Unit 
Incharge, High Court Unit-6, Vibhuti Khand Gomti Nagar, Lucknow. 

Prospective manufacturer/authorized dealer are advised to regularly check through UPRNN web 
site for all terms and conditions, qualifying criteria, corrigendum/amendments etc., if any, will be 
notified on the UPRNN web site - http://uprnn.co.in and separate advertisement will not be made 
for the same. For any clarifications/queries prospective bidders contact ph- 9412721724 
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERL~ FOR INTENDING BIDDERS 
(PROOF/SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS TO BE E1'1i'CLOSED FOR THE POINTS MENTIONED BELOW): 

1.. The copy of the work order for supply of Gymnasium equipments in Govt./Govt. 
Undertaking department. 

2. List of Department/companies with contact points where the equipments have been 
supplied by the firm. 

3. Technical specifications of the equipments with make/ model proposed to be supplied as 
per annexure -"A". 

4. Client list where the Gymnasium equipments have been supplied by firm during last 07 
years. 

5. The firm should be having PAN (Permanent Account Number) allotted by the Income Tax 
Department, document proof of the same bas to be enclosed. 

6. The firm/company should be registered under Sales Tax, Service Tax Act. The document 
proof of the same to be enclosed. 

7. The annual turnover of the quotent for the past 3 years should not be less than Rs.50 Lac 
per annum and proof of the same should be submitted along with the offer. 

8. Sealed Quotation (with two bid system. technical & financial) are invited on behalf of 
UPRNN from the manufacturers/authorized dealer for supply of Gymnasium equipments. 
Preference will be given to the manufacturers/authorized dealer having experience of 
supply of Gymnasium Equipments in Go,tJGovt. Undertaking department. 

Note:- "Technical quote covers and Financial quote" in the prescribed proforma along with 
Terms and Conditions duly signed and dated with office seal should be quoted separately 
and placed in separate sealed envelopes superscripted accordingly in bold letters, both 
these envelopes be enclosed in a large envelop. The financial quote of only quotent who 
satisfy the prequalification requirements after evaluation of the prequalification quote will 
be opened. The quotent should satisf) all the terms and conditions laid down by the 
UPRNN. 

Earnest Money Deposit:-
The offer must be accompanied with Earnest Money in the form of DD/Pay order/ FDR of 
Rs. 1.70 Lac drawn on any Nationalized Bank in favor of U.P. Rajkiya Nirman Nigam 
Limited, payaqle at Lucknow for the fulfilment of the contract. 'Applications without 
Earnest Money shall be rejected by the UPRNN. No interest is payable on the earnest 
money. The EMD of the successful quotent will released after submission of security 
deposit equivalent to 5% of the value of the work order. The security deposit will be 
released after completion of warranty period without any interest. 

1. The quotations should be in two-envelop system (Technical and Commercial/Financial 
quote). The Technical quote will be opened on the same day (last of submission of offer) 
in the presence of vendors or their authorized representatives. Financial quote shall be 
opened only in respect of eligible firms at a later date and will be notified after evaluation 
of technical quote. 

2. The first sealed cover should contain the details given in the eligibility criteria section and 
should be superscripted "Technical quote for supply of Gym Equipments". 

3. The second sealed cover should contain the financial quote in the prescribed form and 
should be superscripted "Financial quote for supply of Gymnasium Equipments" 

Other Terms & Conditions: 
1. Rates quoted should be up to FOR at site basis i.e. free delivery & Commissioning at 

Hon'ble New High Court campus, Vibhuti Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucnkow. Rates quoted 
must be open for acceptance for a minimum period of 90 days from the opening. 

2. The. manuf~cturers/authorized dealer are responsible for ; Cmissioning of Gymnasium 
equipments m the campus. . _ _ 
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UPRNN Ltd .• Umt-6 
High Court, Lucknow 



3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

~ 

14. 

Taxes/Duties/Charges (Other. taxes/ chnies. charges if any to be mentioned specifically, 
otherwise the price will be treated as inclusive of all). 
Details of after sale warranty/ guarantee., A ... \fC charges etc. to be provided. 
For AMC after warranty period, the payments will be released after service period. 
Technical details/ literature/ operation manual etc. must be provided with technical quote. 
List of essential spare parts along with the rates must be enclosed wherever necessary. 
Name of the ·manufacturer must be clearly specified while indicating the make of the 
product. 
Please quote your rates exactly as per our enquiry only. 
Payment shall be made after supply, satisfactory demonstration and acceptance at UPRNN 
Lucknow. 
Liquidated Damages on the late delivery "ill be 0.5% per fortnight subject to a maximum of 
5% of value of the order. 
The UPRNN reserves the right . to accept or reject any offer, in whole or in part thereof, 
without assigning /specifying any reason thereof. 
The offer should be submitted by hand super subscribing "Sealed quotation for Supply of 
Gymnasium Equipments" on the sealed envelope so as to reach the UPRNN High Court 
Unit-6, Lucknow latest by November 16dl, 2015 up to 03:00 pm and the offers will be 
opened on the same day at 04:00 pm. 
The UPRNN reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the offers without assigning any 
reason thereof. 

Declaration . 

I have read and understood the terms and conditions laid down by 
UPRNN Lucknow to this tender and I understand to supply the products as per the said 
terms and conditions. 

Date Signature of the Manufacturer/ Authorized Dealer with seal 

~ 
fSANJAY S;;~GH) 
' Unit tr.charge 
UPRNN Ltd .. Unit-6 
High court, Lucknow 
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Technical Specification 
I 

SI. Name of the equipment and Minima• 
No. Technicals ecification re uired 

1 TREADMILL 
* Cirrus Console: 18.5 11 touch screen LCD 
with various interactice features 
* Software upgrade via USB 
* Handlebar mounted resistance controls for 
ease of use 
* Integrated wireless TV receiver 
* Optional integrated DVB-T tuner for 30-i 
Channels 
* Full AV screen or split screen with 
workout display data 
* High contrast easy to read graphics 
showing real time performance 
* Integrated hand pulse sensors and Polar 
compatibility 
*USB port for AV playback from Pen Drive 
* Top speed 25 Kph with 0.1 increments 
* Incline: 15% 
*Full iPod integration with apple 
certification, Charging while Audio Video 
playback 
* 14 Programmes with various Goals, 
Marathon, X- country, Aerobic, Hill Climb, 
Intervals, 
Random,Train mode etc. 
*Removable storage buckets 
* LXWXH: 2 14X88Xl95 CM 
* Product Weight: 249 Kg. 

2 ELLIPTICAL TRAINER 
* Cirrus Console: 18.5 11 touch screen LCD 
with various interactice features 
* All the major upper and lower body muscle 
groups are exercised simultaneously, in one 
smooth, non- impact forward and 
backwards, up-and-over elliptical 
motion,that make the most of the machine's 
multi-functional electronic Cross-Training 

ro ramme. 
* Cirrus Console: 18.5 11 touch screen LCD 
with various interactice features 

~ 
· SAN JAY ~rn~GH) 
' Unit tncharge 
UPRNN Ltd .. Untt-6 
High Court. Lucknow 
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* Software upgrade via USB . 
* Handlebar mounted resistance controls for 
ease of use 
*Full iPod integration with apple 
certification, Charging while Audio Video 
playback 
* 40 resistance levels 
*Nonslip pedals 
* Variable stride length ( 19" - 22" 
depending on workout technique 
* 14 Programmes with various Goals, 
Marathon, X- country, Aerobic, Hill Climb, 
Intervals, 
Random,Train mode etc. 
*Removable storage buckets 

3 UPRIGHT BIKE . 
*Cirrus Console: 18.5" touch screen LCD 
with various interactice features 
*Software upgrade via USB 
*Handlebar mounted resistance controls for 
ease of use 
*Elbow support for improved exercise 
position 
* Integrated reading rack 
*Full iPod integration with apple 
certification, Charging while Audio Video 
playback 
*40 Resistance levels 
* 14 Programmes with various Goals, 
Marathon, X- country, Aerobic, Hill Climb, 
Intervals, 
Random,Train mode etc. 
*Removable storage buckets 

4 LATERAL TRAINER 
* The lateral side to side motion engages all 
lower body muscles whilst delivering as 

. advanced aerobic workout for peak 
performance 
* Multi directional to target and tone key 
areas the I-Train is inuitive, efficientand 
diverse 
*Featuring an innovative· and powerful 
movement the I-Train is proven to deliver 
greaterresults in less time, burning more 
calories and conditioning the body 
simultaneously. 
* Cirrus Console: 18.5" touch screen LCD 
with various interactice features 
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*Software upgrade via USB 
*Handlebar mounted resistance controls for 
ease of use 
* Integrated reading rack 
*Full iPod integration with apple 
certification, Charging while Audio \'ideo 
playback 
*40 Resistance levels 
* 14 Programmes with various Goals, 
Marathon, X- country, Aerobic, Hill Climb, 
Intervals,Random,Train mode etc. 
* Removable storage buckets 

5 FLUID ROWER 
*Fluid Rower Machine is the first machine 
andthe only indoor rowing machine to offer 
20 levels of resistance and dozensof advance 
features 
* Rowing is passion for many people, It's a 
aport that excites, invigorates 
and involves them for a large part of their 
lives. Nothing offers the same feel ason 
water rowing. 
*The most natural experience of man against 
the elements - Until Now 

6 SHOULDER PRESS 
* Converging axis to replicate the body's 
natural movement 
* Multiple grip positions with neoprene 
handles for comfort and inclusivity 
* A counter balanced weight provides a low 
start resistance to ensure exercise 
isperformed smoothly and safely. 

• Belt Operat 

7 CHEST PRESS 

*Highly praised as the machine to offer all 
users the ultimate in comfort, adjustability 
andcontrol, the Chest Press is the only one 
of its kind to incorporate manynew inclusive 
features 

*This machine has also been designed to 
appeal to users who look for 
maximumresults from minimum effort, 
achived via the converging technology. 

* Belt Operated 

-
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8 PEC-DECK 
* Well- known for being our most effective. 
inclusive and adaptable yet, the 
Pee Dec leads the way for accessibility, 
safety_ and comfort 
* Described as a" Classic pee machine", it 
features smooth running independent cams 
where load is easy to adjust and optional 
range limiters for various start/finish 
positions. 
* The new inclusive elements and the sesuJts 
is an efficient and balanced workout. 
* Belt Operated 

9 SEATED LAT PULL DOWN 
* The Seated Lat Pulldown is a totally 
unique and brand new design, setting a 
newstandard for others to follow 
* No other lat rnachine offers more inclusive 
features while working the lat muscles from 
a neutral overhead position via a pulley 
alignment. 
* Belt Operated 

10 SEATED LEG CURL/EXTENSION IT 
9028 
* Dual station saves space and money 

* While performing leg extension seat and 
back pad angle increases comfort and 
encourages full quadriceps contraction 
without hamstring flexibility limitations 

*While performing seated leg curl seat back 
and tibia pad adjust without affecting knee 
alignment or start position angle 

* Fitted with ABS rubber feet for floor 
protection 

* Steel Tube: Rectangle Tube 50mm x 
70mm and Oval Tube 50mm x 1 OOmm 

* Tube Thickness: 2.5 mm 

* Long life Two tone tear resistant 
PVC+Polyurethane upholstery 

* Weight stack cable made in U.S.A. By 
LOOS Cable Co. With breaking strength of 
4200 Lbs. 

* LXWXH: 148X120.5Xl49 CM. 

* Weight Stack: 200 LBS 

* Product Weight: 519 LBS 

, ANJAY ' \NG 
Page 8 of 15· Unit 1ncharge_ 

UPRNN Ltd .. Uml-6 
Hi91l Coult. Lud(now 



11 MULTI PULLEY 
*Variable height pivotal pulley allows the 
user to use the upper and lower limbs as 
well as the trunk musculature. 
* Adjustable hand grips for workout variety 
*Easy-read instruction placard,5 and optional 
accessory pack provide a total strength 
trainingprogramme for a range of users. 
* Belt Operated 

12 PLATE LOADED LEG PRESS SL-7006 
*Robust, effective ,Professional plate 
loaded,Minimum maintenance 
*Contemporary Biomechanics 
*Intregrated Biangular Technology 
enchances the weight training experience 
*Easy to reach and use supplemental 
resistance, range of motion controls 
and easy glide pad adjustments. 
*Fitted with ABS rubber feet for floor 
protection 
*Long life Two tone tear resistant 
PVC+Polyurethane upholstery 

13 COUNTER 
MACHINE 
BENCH 

BALANCED SMITH 
WITH ADJUSTABLE 

* The Counterbalanced Smith Machine uses 
a unique and research system to ensure 
thatwhatever weight you put on, that is the 
weight you are lifting. 
* Used in with bench a whole host of 
workouts can be performed in safe and 
effectiveway while been assured that Pulse's 
design and build aqulity will never let you 
down. 

14 ADJUST ABLE ABDOMINAL 
DECLINE BENCH 
* For an intense workout for the abdominal 
area the Adjustable Abdominal 
DeclineBench is perfect. 
*Use in conjuction with Pulse's formidable 
range of olympic and handled weight 
systemsfor amazing results. 

(SAMJAY s :i~~GH} 
U111t lncharoe 
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15 LOWER BACK EXTENSION BENCH 
* Targeting the lower back has always been 
a tricky exercise but Lower Back 
Extension Bench has been ergonomically 
designed to provide a position to target the 
muscle concerned. 
*Used with extra weights, this machine can 
tone and redefine the lower back and 
helpresolve any on-going back troubles. 

16 ADJUST ABLE INCLINE BENCH 
* If it's a mullti-use bench you're after then 
this is the one. This is perfectly adaptableto 
any exercise using the whole range of 
Pulse's Freeweight options and equipment. 
* Adjustability and inclusiveness is the key 
with this bench using a gas assisted, one 
handedadjustment system to ensure a vast 
range of uses and maximum results from 
workouts. 

17 10 PAIR DUMBELL RACK 
* l O pair dumbbell rack is most sturdy and 
stylish. 
* The price does not include the cost of the 
dumbbbells, dumbbells are just shown forthe 
indicative layout arrangement. 

18 OLYMPIC TPU PLATES 
* Olympic Hole Weight Plates are made 
from superior qualityThermo polyurethane 
(TPU) with many useful · properties 
including elasticity ,resistance to oil, grease 
and abrasion. 
Plates 
1.25 x 6 pair = 15 kg 
2.5 x 6 pair = 30 kg 
5 x 4 pair = 60 kg 
l O x 3 pair = 60 kg 
15 x 2 pair= 60 kg 
20 x 1 pair= 40 kg 
25 x 1 pair = 50 kg 
Total Weight= 255 Kg 

-
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19 TPU DUMBELLS 

* Dumbbells are made from superior quality 
Thermo polyurethane. 

Thermo polyurethane (TPU) with many 
useful properties including 
elasticity,resistance to oil, grease and 
abrasion. 
2.5 x 2 pair = l O kg 
5 x 2 pair = 20 kg 
7 .5 x 2 pair = 30 kg 

l O x 2 pair = 40 kg 
12.5 x l pair = 25 kg 
15 x 1 pair = 30 kg 
TOTAL = 155 KG · 

20 BARBELL ROD With Rack 
Steel/ Chrome plated barbell rods in 28 
m.m. diameter thickness. 
SIZE REQUIRED 
7' x l = ?feet 
6' x l = 6feet 
5' x l = 5feet 
4' x I = 4feet 
3' x l = 3feet 

V 21 Gym ball in size ( 65cmxl , 75cmxl ) 

22 Exercise Mat 
6m.m. or above padded reversible and 
washable tpe mat 

.. 
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23 Plate Rack 

Tree style rack for plates upto 250kg. 

24 Aerobic Step 
V Large space with surface space of 73x25 

ems. 
Adjustable height 14.5 & 20.5 ems. 
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LIST OF GOVT. DEPARTMENT/ GOVT. UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT 
/COMPANIES WHERE THE EOUIPMEl\--rS HAVE' ALREADY BEEN SUPPLIED BY 
FIRM DURING LAST 10 YEARS: ' 

Sr. Name & Complete Name & Mobile no. of Make/ Total Value of the 
No. Address of Govt. the Point of Contact Mode with work order with 

department/ Govt. 
. 

from whom feedback year of no. of equipments 
undertaking department can be taken supply 

1 

2 . 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 
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Annexure-"B" 
Financial Bid 

Rates for the supply & Installation of GYM equipments at UPRNN Lucknow . ; 

Name and address of manufacturer/authorized 
dealer 

Total Price Quoted in Rs. (in Figures) 

Total Price Quoted in Rs. (in Words) 

Warranty Period in years 

AMC amount per year for next 3/4 years after 
completion of warranty/ guarantee period 

Detailed break-up: 

SI. Name of the Technical Make/ 
No. Equipment Specifications Model 

Rate 

I TREADMILL 

2 ELLIPTICAL 
TRAINER 

3 UPRIGHT BIKE 

4 LATERAL 
TRAINER 

5 FLUID ROWER 

6 SHOULDER 
PRESS 

7 CHEST PRESS 

8 PEC-DECK 

9 SEATED LAT 
PULL DOWN 

10 SEATED LEG 
CURL/EXTENSI 
ON IT 9028 

11 MUL Tl PULLEY 

12 PLATE 
LOADED LEG 
PRESS SL-7006 

13 COUNTER 
BALANCED 
SMITH 
MACHINE 
WITH BENCH 
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Taxes 
(%) 

Quantity 

Net 
Rate 

3 

I 

I . 
1 

1 

I 

1 

l 

l 

I 

I 

I 
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14 ADJUSTABLE 
ABDOMINAL 
DECLINE 
BENCH 

15 LOWER BACK 
EXTENSION 
BENCH 

16 ADJUSTABLE 
INCLINE 
BENCH 

17 10 PAIR 
DUMB ELL 
RACK 

18 OLYM PIC . TPU 
PLATES 

19 TPU 
DUMB ELLS 

20 BARBELL ROD 
With Rack 

21 Gym ball in size ( 
65cmx l, 75cmx l) 

22 Exercise Mat 

23 Plate Rack 

24 Aerobic Step 

' 

1 . 

1 

1 

1.25 kg. x 6' pair 
2.5 kg. x 6 pair 
5 kg. x 4 pair 
10 kg. x 3 pair 
15 kg. x 2 pair 
20 kg. x J pair 
25 kp;. x 1 pair 

2 Pairs of 
2.5kg. 
5 kg. 

7.5 kg. 
IO kg. 

12.5kg. 
15 kg 

7'6'5'4'3 feet 

·~·. 
4 

10 

I 

4 

Date Signature of the Manufacturer/Authorized Dealer with seal 
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